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ditno. partners with leading distributer to enable UK and
European businesses to protect themselves with the latest
cybersecurity tools
•   ditno. to commence sale of products with full local support in the UK
•   Technologies and Solutions, in operation since 2009 will represent ditno.
•   The UK government have released research that SMEs are putting a third of their revenue
at risk because they are falling for some of the common misconceptions around keeping
their business secure online1
ditno.’s vision is to Make Security Simple, enabling organizations all over the world to protect
their data regardless of where it is hosted.
ditno. has partnered with Technologies and Solutions, a leading distributor of IT solutions in the
UK. T&S’s Technical Director, Steve Tritton said he was “delighted to partner with such an
innovative organization and already had clients who wanted to pilot CloudGuardian, ditno.’s
product suite.”
Technologies and Solutions have been operating since 2009 and design, install and maintain
networks, deliver VOIP solutions and provide remote and on-site support. They have a large
customer base including international companies such as Toll and Coverwise.
IT Security is becoming increasingly important as breaches are becoming more widespread and
the impact to a company brand and bottom line can be devastating. In the UK, the government
developed the Cyber Essentials Scheme aiming to increase the awareness and knowledge of
cyber protection However despite large numbers of breaches in the press there remain many
organizations who are unprotected. In February 2015 the UK government released research that
indicated two thirds of businesses believe they are not at risk of cyber attack. The reality is the
opposite and cybercriminals target SMEs because they hold a large amount of sensitive data but
lack the tools to protect themselves. Products such as NetGuardian and WebGuardian can help
organisations to become compliant. Cyberinsurance premiums may also be reduced through
adherence to the standards.
ditno. was formed in 2012 by an international team of security, technical and business
specialists. Together they have created the best performing, most agile and bullet-proof security
solution in the market. Registered in Sydney, Australia ditno. is a privately owned company with
international patents pending for it’s innovative products.
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Or visit www.ditno.com for a 30 day free trial
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